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The Lost Men of Syria: Edward Jonkler talks
about documenting the plight of
male refugees

The Syrian civil war rages in London and the battle line is between Chelsea and
Westminster hospital. Isis push North and take Fawcett Street and the next day their
commanders order all men between 16 and 60 to assemble on the Fulham road.
Sitting bolt upright in his

at in Earls Court Ed Jonkler is forcing me to imagine this
Close and accept

nightmare scenario. Half-grinning, half-dead pan, his brown eyes blazing with
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energy and his hand forever scratching at his thinning hair, he is explaining why so
many Syrian refugees are male.
“[Isis] are going to conscript us because the big fuel for any war is manpower. One of
the reasons a lot of Syrian refugees are men is because they are at risk of being

Follow

persuaded to embrace extremism and being used as combatants.”
As a photojournalist – his work has been featured in the Guardian, Vanity Fair and
Esquire magazine – he is driven by a ferocious desire to educate. It led him to the
Calais Jungle in 2016 and is the driving force behind his

rst solo exhibition at The

Saatchi Gallery which opened in June last year.
“Reading about the refugee crisis in the paper you don’t have to be a genius to
realise one papers’ saying one thing and another one is saying another thing. I nd
the discourse of that really irritating. I just wanted to better understand the world
around me.”
That is putting it mildly. While most people spoke to experts and read books to
understand the refugee crisis, Jonkler decided to become a refugee. He

ew to the

Syrian border, got a fake passport, disguised himself as best he could and hopped on
a boat to Greece.
“I nearly got kidnapped. People were taking me out of their café to cut my head o .
All of this horrible shit happened on the way. I’ve still got the passport. I wanted to
feel what it was like and then be able to show people what I saw.”
Flicking through his fake Syrian passport it’s di

cult to square this outlandish story

with the man who sits before me. For someone who has seen some seriously
harrowing things he seems incredibly…well…normal.
Slouching on the sofa in a black tee shirt and jeans, mug of Earl Grey in hand, there is
a clear dissonance between his relaxed persona and the arresting nature of his
photography. Something he later tells me has been an e ort to maintain.
“There’s this thing that happens a lot with soldiers called moral injury and basically
being in these places you realise that the world we’ve seen is not actually the world

and it’s very, very destabilising.”
Amazingly he came to photography remarkably late in life, purchasing a

lm SLR in

2014. He had just left his hedge fund in the city and started a cleaning business, a
move he describes as a “force

eld from obligation”. It enabled him to be “a bit idler

and to think a bit more”. Soon enough he realised photography was his calling.
As I look through album of his exhibition, The Lost Men of Syria, it’s clear that
obligation, in particular the male obligation to protect the family, is a particular
preoccupation of his.
The exhibition examines the role of men in refugee camps, showing how these once
dominant

gures in a patriarchal system become sullen and despondent when they

can no longer work to support their family. The images are beautifully understated,
there are no tears, the signs of mental anguish are mostly hidden from view,
ickering around the edges, occasionally noticeable in the whites of their eyes. These
are men still trying to be men against all odds.
As Jonkler notes: “What I wanted to do was capture men who were in this state of
impermanence. These guys are not having breakdowns, it’s just they can’t get out of
bed or they’re like zombies who are just carrying out the basic functions.”
Discussing his experiences, he is remarkably measured, his emotions completely in
check. It’s only when he talks of the hopeful things that he comes closest to breaking.
“A lot of [refugee] expectations are unrealistic, people don’t want to say that but it’s
true. You will get people who have been doctors in Syria so they think it’ll be easy to
go to Germany and become a doctor there, but it doesn’t work like that. If anything,
it’s harder.”
His voice starts to quiver slightly. This is the “tragicomic nature” of the refugee
crisis he says. It’s built on what he calls ‘false hope’, the belief that things can always
get better.
At this point time is running out and he looks up at the clock.

What is the best photograph he has ever taken I ask.
He brings it up for me on his computer screen. It’s the image of an old man, clad in
white robes, looking out of the window of a hut, light dancing across his face. He is
waiting for his sons Jonkler tells me. He’s staring intently, his eye

xed on the

horizon, watching, waiting and willing them to come home.
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